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Abstract. Component software is software that has been assembled
from various pieces of standardized, reusable computer programs, so-
called components. Executing component software creates instances of
these components. For several reasons, for example, limited resources
and/or application requirements, it can be important to have control
over the number of such instances.
In the previous work [3], we have given an abstract component language
and a type system which ensures that the number of simultaneously ac-
tive instances of any component never exceeds a sharp bound expressed
in the type. The language featured instantiation and reuse of compo-
nents, as well as sequential composition, choice and scope.
This work extends the previous one to include a parallel composition.
Moreover, we improve on the operational semantics by using a small-step
reduction relation. As a result, we can prove the soundness property of
our static type system using the technique of Wright and Felleisen.
1 Introduction
Component software is built from various components, possibly developed by
third-parties [15, 20, 17, 8]. These components may in turn use other components.
Upon execution instances of these components are created. For example, when we
launch a web browser application it may create an instance of a dial-up network
connection, an instance of a menubar and several instances of a toolbar, among
others. Each toolbar may in turn create its own control instances such as buttons,
addressbars, bookmarks, and so on.
The process of creating an instance of a component x does not only mean
the allocation of memory space for x’s code and data structures, the creation
of instances of x’s subcomponents (and so on), but possibly also the binding
of other system and hardware resources. Usually, these resources are limited
and components are required to have only a certain number of simultaneously
active instances. In the above example, there should be only one instance of a
menubar and one instance of a modem for network connection. Other examples
come from the singleton pattern and its extensions (multitons), which have been
widely discussed in literature [10, 9]. These patterns limit the number of objects
of a certain class dynamically, at runtime.
2When building large component software it can easily happen that different
instances of the same component are created. Creating more active instances
than allowed can lead to errors or even a system crash, when there are not
enough resources for them. An example is resource-exhaustion DoS (Denial of
Service) attacks which cause a temporary loss of services. There are several
ways to meet this challenge, ranging from testing, runtime checking [9], to static
analysis.
Type systems are a branch of static analysis. Type systems have traditionally
been used for compile-time error-checking, cf. [4]. Recently, there are several
works on using type systems for certifying important security properties, such
as performance safety, memory safety, control-flow safety [14, 6, 5]. In component
software, typing has been studied in relation to integrating components such as
type-safe composition [19] or type-safe evolution [13]. In this paper we explore
the possibility of a type system which allows one to detect statically whether or
not the number of simultaneously active instances of specific components exceeds
the allowed number. Note that here we only control resources by the number of
instances. However, we can extend to more specific resources, such as memory,
by adding annotations to components using such resources.
For this purpose we have designed a component language where we have ab-
stracted away many aspects of components and have kept only those that are
relevant to instantiation and composition. In the previous work [3], the main
features are instantiation and reuse, sequential composition, choice and scope.
In this work we add a parallel composition, which allows two expressions run-
ning independently at the same time. At the first look, the parallel composition
seems adding only a small difficulty to the type system. However, we have found
that we have to make substantial changes to the type system to obtain sharp
upper bounds as in [3]. As before, reusing a component means to use an existing
instance of the component if there is already one, and to create a new instance
only if there exists none. Though abstract, the strength of the primitives for
composition is considerable. Choice allows us to model both conditionals and
non-determinism (due to, e.g., user input). It can also be used when a compo-
nent have several compatible versions and the system can choose one of them at
runtime. Scope is a mechanism to deallocate instances but it can also be used
to model method calls. Sequential composition is associative.
The operational semantics in this work has also been improved as compared
to the previous one. Instead of using a big-step operational semantics, here we
use a small-step reduction relation and as a result, we can prove the soundness
of our type system using the technique of Wright and Felleisen [18].
The type inference algorithm for this system is almost the same as in [3]. We
still have a polynomial time type inference algorithm but we leave it out here
for the sake of brevity.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the component lan-
guage and a small-step operational semantics. In Section 3 we define types and
the typing relation. Properties of the type system and the operational semantics
are presented in Section 4. Last, we outline some future directions.
32 A Component Language
2.1 Terms
Component programs, declarations and expressions are defined in Table 1. In the
definition we use extended Backus-Naur Form with the following meta-symbols:
infix | for choice and overlining for Kleene closure (zero or more iterations).
Prog ::= Decls;E Program
Decls ::= x−≺E Declarations
A, .., E ::= Expressions
² Empty expression
| newx New instantiation
| reux Reuse instantiation
| E E Sequential composition
| (E + E) Choice composition
| (E ‖ E) Parallel composition
| {E} Scope
Table 1. Syntax
We use a, b, .., z for component names and A, .., E for expressions. We collect
all component names in a set C.
We have two primitives ( new and reu ) for creating and (if possible) reusing
an instance of a component, and four primitives for composition (sequential
composition denoted by juxtaposition, + for choice, ‖ for parallel, and {. . .} for
scope). Together with the empty expression ² these generate so-called compo-
nent expressions. A declaration x−≺E states how the component x depends on
subcomponents as expressed in the component expression E. If x has no sub-
components then E is ² and we call x a primitive component. Upon instantiation
or reuse of x the expression E is executed. A component program consists of
declarations and ends with a main expression which sparks off the execution,
see Section 2.2.
The following example is a well-formed component program:
d−≺² e−≺² a−≺( new d ‖ { reu d} reu e)
b−≺( reu d{ new a}+ new e new a) reu d; reu b
In this example, d and e are primitive components. Component a is the parallel
composition of new d and { reu d} reu e. Component b has a choice expression
before reuse of an instance of d. The first subexpression of the choice expression
is reu d{ new a}.
We can view { new a} in this expression as a function call f() (in traditional
programming languages). Function f then has body new a, which means f()
needs a new instance of a to carry out its task. We abstract from the details
4of this job, the only relevant aspect here is that it involves a new instance of a
which will be deallocated upon exiting f .
The example is simple, but as we will see in the next section, there are many
possible runs of the program, resulting in difference numbers of instances for
each component during and after each run.
2.2 Operational Semantics
The operational semantics is based on a reduction relation and a structural
congruence. The reduction relation is a set of small-step reduction rules between
configurations. The structural congruence, essentially commutativity of + and
‖, allows us to rearrange the structure of a configuration so that reduction rules
may be applied. In the sequel we assume that we are working with a program
Prog = Decls;E and x−≺A ∈ Decls denotes that x−≺A is a declaration in Decls.
Before going into the details of congruence and reduction rules, we define
our notion of configuration and its relevant components. A configuration is a
binary tree T of threads. A thread is a stack ST of pairs of a local store and
an expression (M,E), where M is a multiset over component names C, and E
is an expression as defined in Table 1. A thread is active if it is a leaf thread.
Reduction always occurs at one of the leaf/active threads. A configuration is
terminal if it has only one thread of the form (M, ²). Stacks and configurations
are defined as follows:
ST ::= (M1, E1) ◦ ... ◦ (Mn, En) Stack
T, S ::= Configurations
Lf(ST ) Leaf
| Nd(ST,T) Node with one branch
| Nd(ST,T,T) Node with two branches
Multisets are denoted by [. . .], where sets are denoted, as usual, by {. . .}.
M(x) is the multiplicity of element x in multiset M and M(x) = 0 if x /∈ M .
The operation ∪ is union of multisets: (M ∪ N)(x) = max(M(x), N(x)). The
operation unionmulti is additive union of multisets: (M unionmultiN)(x) =M(x)+N(x). We write
M + x for M unionmulti [x] and when x ∈M we write M − x for M − [x].
We assign to each node in our tree a location. Let α, β range over locations.
A location is a sequence over {l, r}. The root is assigned the empty sequence.
The locations of two direct nodes from the root are l and r. The locations of the
two direct child nodes of l are ll and lr, and so on. In general, αl and αr are the
locations of the direct children of α. We write α ∈ T when α is a valid location
in tree T. Whenever a new node is created, a location is assigned to it and this
location will not be changed by rule conBranch.
Since the location of a parent node is a subsequence of the location of its
children (direct and indirect), we define the following binary prefix ordering
relation ≤ over locations. For location α = s0s1..sn where si ∈ {l, r}, α′ ≤ α
if α′ = s0s1..sm, 0 ≤ m ≤ n. The set of all locations in a tree and this binary
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ordered set is the location of a leaf. We denote by leaves(T) the set of locations
of all the leaves of T.
We denote by T(α) the stack at location α in T. We write ST = (M1, E1)◦..◦
(Mn, En) for a stack of n elements where (M1, E1) is the bottom and (Mn, En)
is the top of the stack. ’◦’ is the stack separator. We call α.k the position of the
kth element (from the bottom) of the stack T(α). Again the set of all positions
α.k in the tree T is a partially ordered set with the following binary relation.
α1.k1 ≤ α2.k2 if either α1 = α2 and k1 ≤ k2, or α1 < α2. We denote by
hi(ST ) the height of the stack and ST |k is the stack of from bottom to the
kth element: ST |k = (M1, E1) ◦ .. ◦ (Mk, Ek). By [ST |k] we denote the multiset
of active instances in ST |k, so [ST |k] = M1 unionmulti .. unionmultiMk. We simply write [ST ]
when k = hi(ST ). We denote by [T] the multiset of all active instances in T:
[T] =
⊎
α∈T[T(α)]
(osNew) x−≺A ∈ Decls
T[Lf(ST ◦ (M, newxE))]α −→ T[Lf(ST ◦ (M + x,AE))]α
(osReu1) x−≺A ∈ Decls x /∈ reuLfT(α.hi(T(α)))
T[Lf(ST ◦ (M, reuxE))]α −→ T[Lf(ST ◦ (M + x,AE))]α
(osReu2) x−≺A ∈ Decls x ∈ reuLfT(α.hi(T(α)))
T[Lf(ST ◦ (M, reuxE))]α −→ T[Lf(ST ◦ (M,AE))]α
(osChoice)
T[Lf(ST ◦ (M, (A+B)E))]α −→ T[Lf(ST ◦ (M,AE))]α
(osPush)
T[Lf(ST ◦ (M, {A}E))]α −→ T[Lf(ST ◦ (M,E) ◦ ([], A))]α
(osPop)
T[Lf(ST ◦ (M,E) ◦ (M ′, ²))]α −→ T[Lf(ST ◦ (M,E))]α
(osParIntr)
T[Lf(ST ◦ (M, (A ‖ B)E))]α −→ T[Nd(ST ◦ (M,E), Lf(([], A)), Lf(([], B)))]α
(osParElim1)
T[Nd(ST ◦ (M,E), S, Lf((M ′, ²)))]α −→ T[Nd(ST ◦ (M unionmultiM ′, E), S)]α
(osParElim2)
T[Nd(ST ◦ (M,E), Lf((M ′, ²)))]α −→ T[Lf(ST ◦ (M unionmultiM ′, E))]α
(osCong) S ≡ S′
T[S]α −→ T[S′]α
Table 2. Reduction rules
The next notion is that of reusable instances because the primitive reu
depends on the state of the configuration. In our model, the instantiation always
occurs at the top of a leaf stack, for the moment we only need the concept
6(conChoice)
Lf(ST ◦ (M, (A+B)E)) ≡ Lf(ST ◦ (M, (B +A))E)
(conBranch)
Nd(ST, Lf(ST ),T) ≡ Nd(ST,T, Lf(ST ))
Table 3. Structural congruence: basic axioms
of reusable instances for an expression at a leaf node. Later, we will extend
the notion of reusable instances to non-leaf nodes. The multiset of reuseable
instances at level k of the leaf stack α is the collection of all existing instances in
all the predecessor nodes β < α and all the existing instances from the bottom
of stack T(α) up to k (inclusive).
reuLfT(α.k) =
⊎
β <α
[T(β)] unionmulti [T(α)|k]
The reduction relation is defined in terms of a rewriting system [16]. By T[ ]α
we denote a tree with a hole at the leaf location α. Filling this hole with a
(sub)tree T′ will be denoted by T[T′]α.
Table 2 defines the reduction rules. Each reduction rule has two lines. The
first line contains a rule name followed by a list of conditions. The second line has
the form T −→ T′, which states that if the configuration has the form T and the
condition in the first line holds, then we can move to configuration T′. As usual,
−→∗ is the reflexive and transitive closure of −→ . One step reduction is defined
first by choosing an arbitrary active thread. Then depending on the pattern of the
expression at the top of the chosen thread and the state of the configuration, the
appropriate rewrite rule is selected. If necessary the configuration is rearranged
using the congruence rules. By the rules osNew, osReu1, osReu2, and osChoice
we only rewrite the element at the top of the stack. The rule osPush adds an
element to the top of the leaf stack. The rule osPop only removes the element at
the top of the stack when the stack has at least two elements. This means that no
stack in any configuration is empty. By the rule osParIntr, a leaf is replaced by a
branch of a node and two leaves. In contrast, by the rules osParElim1, osParElim2,
a leaf is removed from the tree and its parent node may be promoted to be a
leaf if it is the case (osParElim2). The rule osCong allows the configuration to be
rearranged so that reduction rule can be applied.
The structural congruence relation ≡ is defined in Table 3. By the congruence
rules, we can replace the left hand side of ≡ by the right hand side in the
reduction rule osCong.
The example at the end of Section 2.1 is used to illustrate the operational
semantics. There are many possible runs of the program due to the choice com-
position and when a configuration has more than one leaf thread, the number of
possible runs can be exponential as active threads have the same priority. Here
we only show one of the possible runs. To make it easier to follow, we repre-
sent the trees graphically instead of using the formal syntax; ’↼’ and ’〈’ denote
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configuration has one leaf Lf([], reu b). After the first step, there are two pos-
sibilities because we can apply the congruence rule conChoice before the rule
osChoice.
(Start) ([], reu b)
(osReu) −→ ([b], ( reu d{ new a}+ new e new a) reu d)
(osChoice) −→ ([b], reu d{ new a} reu d)
(or ([b], new e new a reu d))
Now we continue with the first possibility. When there are two or more leaves,
we draw a box around the leaf which is to be executed in the next step.
([b], reu d{ new a} reu d)
(osReu1) −→ ([b, d], { new a} reu d)
(osPush) −→ ([b, d], reu d) ◦ ([], new a)
(osNew) −→ ([b, d], reu d) ◦ ([a], ( new d ‖ { reu d} reu e))
(osParIntr) −→ ([b, d], reu d) ◦ ([a], ²) 〈 ([], new d)([], { reu d} reu e)
(osPush) −→ ([b, d], reu d) ◦ ([a], ²) 〈 ([], new d)
([], reu e) ◦ ([], reu d)
(osNew) −→ ([b, d], reu d) ◦ ([a], ²) 〈 ([d], ²)([], reu e) ◦ ([], reu d)
(osReu1) −→ ([b, d], reu d) ◦ ([a], ²) 〈 ([d], ²)
([], reu e) ◦ ([], ²)
(osParElim1) −→ ([b, d], reu d) ◦ ([a, d], ²)↼([], reu e) ◦ ([], ²)
(osPop) −→ ([b, d], reu d) ◦ ([a, d], ²)↼([], reu e)
(osReu) −→ ([b, d], reu d) ◦ ([a, d], ²)↼([e], ²)
(osParElim2) −→ ([b, d], reu d) ◦ ([a, d, e], ²)
(osPop) −→ ([b, d], reu d)
(osReu2) −→ ([b, d], ²) (terminal)
Last, we should note that we could model our operational semantics slightly
simpler by using only complete binary trees. A complete binary tree is a binary
tree with the additional property that every node must have exactly two children
if an internal node, and zero children if a leaf node. Then we have only one rule
for truncating the tree:
(osParElim)
T[Nd(ST ◦ (M,E), Lf((M ′, ²)), Lf((M ′′, ²)))]α −→ T[Lf(ST ◦ (M unionmultiM ′ unionmultiM ′′, E))]α
However, doing in this way reduces the reuse capability because two sibling
8threads cannot reuse instances of each other, after one has terminated before
the other. In our model this is possible as a leaf can return its instances to its
parent and the other sibling branch can reuse the instances from its parent.
3 Type System
We start this section by describing the types informally and giving some intuitive
examples. Then we will define and explain the typing rules in more details.
Definition 1 (Types). Types of component expressions are tuples
X = 〈Xi, Xo, Xj , Xp, X l〉
where Xi, Xo, Xj , Xp and X l are finite multisets over C. We let U, V, . . . , Z
range over types.
Let us first explain informally why multisets, which multisets and why five.
The aim is to have an upper bound of the number of simultaneously active
instances of any component during the execution of the expression (this will be
Xi). Multisets are the right data structure to collect and count such instances.
In addition, we want compositionality of typing, that is, we want the types
to be computable from types of subexpressions. Since subexpressions may be
scoped, it is necessary to have an upper bound of the number of instances that
are still active after the execution of an expression (this will be Xo). Pairs
〈Xi, Xo〉 sufficed for the purpose of the paper [2]. Here we consider also reusing
instances of components and this depends on whether there is already such an
instance or not. More concretely, in a sequential composition of A and B, the
behaviour of reu ’s in B depends on the instances that are active after the
execution of A, which would violate the compositionality. In order to save the
compositionality, we have to add three more multisets to the types, denoted
by Xj , Xp and X l. The first two multisets Xj , Xp express the same bounds
as Xi, Xo, but with respect to executing the expression in a state where every
component has already one active instance.
Without the parallel composition, these four multisets 〈Xi, Xo, Xj , Xp〉 suf-
ficed for the purpose of [3] since the difference between Xi(x) and Xj(x) as well
as between Xo(x) and Xp(x) is at most one for every x. With the new primitive
of parallel composition, these differences may be greater than one. For example,
( reux ‖ reux) generates no x’s if there is already an active x, and two a’s
otherwise. Moreover, due to the non-determinism of the choice composition, the
surviving instances after executing A are also non-deterministic. For example,
newx + new y may or may not leave an active a. In order to obtain a sharp
bound for x, we need to know whether B can always reuse x after executing A
or not. Because if it is the case, the maximum number of additional instances of
x generated by B is only Y j(x), where Y is the type of B. Therefore, we need
the last component X l in the type expression. X l is the set of instances which
are guaranteed to be active after executing A. Although X l could be a set, we
9let X l be a multiset so that the same multiset operations in the later sections
can be applied without any conversion.
Based on the above intuitions, the following typings are easy:
new d :〈[d], [d], [d], [d], [d]〉, { new d} :〈[d], [], [d], [], []〉, reu d :〈[d], [d], [], [], [d]〉,
reu d{ new d} :〈[d, d], [d], [d], [], [d]〉, reu d{ new a} :〈[a, d, d], [d], [a, d], [], [d]〉,
( reu d ‖ new e) :〈[d, e], [d, e], [e], [e], [d, e]〉, ( reu d+ new e) :〈[d, e], [d, e], [e], [e], []〉,
where d−≺² and a−≺ new d like in the example program in Section 2.1.
The intuitions from the above paragraphs will be indispensable for under-
standing the typing rules later in this section, in particular the sequencing rule.
We will explain more when describing each typing rule, but before that we have
to prepare with some preliminary definitions.
Let R be the requirement that some components in C can have at most a
certain number of simultaneous instances. R can be viewed as a total function
from C to N∪{∞}. Then R(x) ∈ N is the maximum allowed number of simulta-
neously active instances of x; R(x) =∞ expresses that x can have any number
of instances. By convention n < ∞ for all n ∈ N. Since R(x) = 0 means that
x must not be used by the program and this property can be easily checked by
scanning through the program, we assume that R(x) > 0. For any multiset M ,
we denote M ⊆ R when M(x) ≤ R(x) for all x ∈M .
A basis or an environment is a list of declarations: x1−≺ A1, . . . , xn−≺ An
with distinct variables xi 6= xj for all i 6= j, as in [1]. Let Γ,∆ range over bases.
The domain of basis Γ = x1−≺A1, . . . , xn−≺An, denoted by Dom(Γ ), is the set
{x1, . . . , xn}. A typing judgment is a tuple of the form
Γ `R A :X
and it asserts that expression A has type X in the environment Γ , with respect
to requirement R. We leave out subscript R when R is clear from context.
Definition 2 (Typing rules). Type judgments Γ ` A :X are derived by ap-
plying the typing rules in Table 4 in the usual inductive way.
In rule Seq in Table 4, expression M !N , where M,N are multisets, is defined
as follows:
(M !N )(x) =
{
0, if x ∈ N
M(x), otherwise
We let this operator have higher order of priority than other multiset operations.
Besides the intuition given in the beginning of this section, some further
explanation of these typing rules is in order. The rule Axiom requires no premise
and is used to take off. The rules New and Reu allow us to type expressions newx
and reux, respectively. The rule Weaken is used to expand bases so that we can
combine typings in the other rules. The side condition x /∈ Dom(Γ ) in the rules
Weaken, New and Reu keeps the expanded basis well-formed. The rules Choice
and Scope are easy to understand recalling the semantics of the corresponding
reduction rules osChoice, osPush and osPop. In the rule Parallel, since we have
no specific schedule for two parallel threads, both can generate their maximum
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(Axiom)
` ² :〈[], [], [], [], []〉
(Weaken)
Γ ` A :X Γ ` B :Y x /∈ Dom(Γ )
Γ, x−≺B ` A :X
(New)
Γ ` A :X x /∈ Dom(Γ )
Γ, x−≺A ` newx :〈Xi + x,Xo + x,Xj + x,Xp + x,Xl + x〉
(Reu)
Γ ` A :X x /∈ Dom(Γ )
Γ, x−≺A ` reux :〈Xi + x,Xo + x,Xj , Xp,Xl + x〉
(Seq)
Γ ` A :X Γ ` B :Y Xo unionmulti Y j ⊆ R A,B 6= ²
Γ ` AB :〈Xi ∪ (XounionmultiY j) ∪ Y i!Xl , (Xo unionmulti Y p) ∪ Y o!Xl , Xj ∪ (XpunionmultiY j), Xp unionmulti Y p,Xl ∪ Y l〉
(Choice)
Γ ` A :X Γ ` B :Y
Γ ` (A+B) :〈Xi ∪ Y i, Xo ∪ Y o, Xj ∪ Y j , Xp ∪ Y p,Xl ∩ Y l〉
(Parallel)
Γ ` A :X Γ ` B :Y Xi unionmulti Y i ⊆ R
Γ ` (A ‖ B) :〈Xi unionmulti Y i,Xo unionmulti Y o, Xj unionmulti Y j , Xp unionmulti Y p, Xl ∪ Y l〉
(Scope)
Γ ` A :X
Γ ` {A} :〈Xi, [], Xj , [], []〉
Table 4. Typing rules
numbers of instances for any component. To be on the safe side, we have to
prepare for the worst case and therefore the type of two parallel expressions is
additive union of their types but the last multiset. Recall that the semantics of
the last multiset is just a set, it is enough to take union for the last multiset.
The side condition follows naturally.
The most critical rule is Seq because sequencing two expressions can lead
to increase in instances of the composed expression. Let us start with the first
multiset of the type expression of AB. After expression A is executed, there
are at most Xo(x) instances of component x. If x is not in the system state
after the execution of A, then at most Y i(x) instances of x can be created when
executing B. Otherwise, at most Y j(x) additional instances of x can be created.
If we take the maximum of (XounionmultiY j)(x) and Y i(x) to be the maximum number
of x which can be created after the execution of A and during the execution of
B, then we do not obtain the sharp upper bound. For example, let A = reux
and B = ( reux ‖ reux). Executing B alone can create two instances of x.
However, executing AB creates only one instance of x.
To remedy the situation we need to know whether an instance of x is always
in the system state after the execution of A or not. If it is, then we know that
at most Y j(x) additional instances can be created; otherwise, Y i(x) additional
instances can be created when executing B. Therefore the maximum number
of x after execution of A and during execution of B is either (Xo unionmulti Y j)(x), or
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(X l unionmulti Y j)(x) if X l(x) ≥ 1, or Y i(x) if X l(x) = 0. Since Xo ⊇ X l, the number
becomes ((Xo unionmulti Y j) ∪ Y i!Xl)(x).
In addition, because executing A can create at most Xi(x) instances, the first
component of type of AB is the maximum of Xi(x) and ((Xo unionmultiY j)∪Y i!Xl)(x).
Last, since Xi and Y i satisfy the requirement R, we only require an additional
side condition XounionmultiY j ⊆ R which means Xo(x)+Y j(x) ≤ R(x) for each x ∈ C.
Analogously, after executing AB, the maximum number of surviving in-
stances of x is either Xo(x) + Y p(x), or Y o(x) if there is a run of A which
ends with no surviving instance of x. Hence the surviving instances of AB are
(Xo unionmulti Y p) ∪ Y o!Xl .
By a similar reasoning, when we start with a stack containing at least one
instance of every component, we can calculate the second and the last compo-
nents in the type expression for AB and the whole type expression of AB is
〈Xi ∪ (XounionmultiY j) ∪ Y i!Xl , (Xo unionmulti Y p) ∪ Y o!Xl , Xj ∪ (XpunionmultiY j), Xp unionmulti Y p, X l ∪ Y l〉.
Using the example in Section 2.1 with assumption that R = {b 7→ 1, e 7→
2, a, d 7→ 4}, we derive type for reu b. Note that we omitted some side conditions
as they can be checked easily and we shortened the rule names to the first two
characters. The rule Axiom is also simplified.
We
Sc
Re
` ² :〈[], [], [], [], []〉
d−≺² ` reu d :〈[d], [d], [], [], [d]〉
d−≺² ` { reu d} :〈[d], [], [], [], []〉 We
` ² :〈[], [], [], [], []〉
d−≺² ` ² :〈[], [], [], [], []〉
d−≺², e−≺² ` { reu d} :〈[d], [], [], [], []〉 (1)
Se
(1) Re
We
` ² :〈[], [], [], [], []〉 ` ² :〈[], [], [], [], []〉
d−≺² ` ² :〈[], [], [], [], []〉
d−≺², e−≺² ` reu e :〈[e], [e], [], [], [e]〉
d−≺², e−≺² ` { reu d} reu e :〈[d, e], [e], [], [], [e]〉 (2)
Ne
Pa
We
Ne
` ² :〈[], [], [], [], []〉
d−≺² ` new d :〈[d], [d], [d], [d], [d]〉
d−≺², e−≺² ` new d :〈[d], [d], [d], [d], [d]〉 (2)
d−≺², e−≺² ` ( new d ‖ { reu d} reu e) :〈[d, d, e], [d, e], [d], [d], [d, e]〉
d−≺², e−≺², a−≺( new d ‖ { reu d} reu e) ` new a :〈[a, d, d, e], [a, d, e], [a, d], [a, d], [a, d, e]〉
Similarly, we can derive Γ ` reu b :〈[b, a, d, d, e], [b, a, d, e], [a, d, e], [a, d, e], [a, b, d, e]〉
where Γ = d−≺², e−≺², a−≺( new d ‖ { reu d} reu d), b−≺( reu d{ new a}+ new e new a) reu d.
In this example expression reu b is typable. IfR(d) = 1, the expression would
not be typable as the side condition when paralleling new d and { reu d} reu e
would not be satisfied. Also, note that the above type derivation is not the only
one but, as we will see later, the type for any expression is unique.
As mentioned in the Section 1, we can infer specific resource consumption
from our types by adding annotations to the source programs. For example, if
component a and d each creates a database connection, then from the type of b,
we know that the program, in particular the main expression reu b, may need
three database connections (since the first component in the type of b has one a
and two d’s). From another point of view, we view d as a database connection
component, then we know that the program needs two database connections.
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We end this section with the definition of well-typed program.
Definition 3 (Well-typed programs). Let R be a requirement. Program Prog =
Decls;E is well-typed w.r.t. R if there exists a reordering Γ of declarations in
Decls such that Γ `R E :X.
4 Formal Properties
4.1 Type Soundness
A fundamental property of static type systems is type soundness or safety [4].
It states that well-typed programs cannot cause type errors. In our case, type
errors occur when the program tries to instantiate a component x but there is no
declaration of x or when a configuration violates requirement R, that is, there
exists a component x whose the number of active instances is greater than the
allowed number, R(x) .
Our proof of the type soundness is based on the approach of Wright and
Felleisen [18]. We will prove two main lemmas: Preservation and Progress. The
first lemma states that well-typedness is preserved under reduction. The latter
guarantees that well-typed programs cannot get stuck, that is, move to a non-
terminal state, from which it cannot move to another state. In order to use
this technique, we need to define the notion of well-typed configuration. Before
giving the formal definition of well-typed configuration we need some auxiliary
definitions.
Next we formalize the notion of subtree. Given a tree T. The set of positions
L = {αi.ki ∈ T | 1 ≤ i ≤ m} is valid if αi.ki 6≤ αj .kj for all i 6= j. The tree
T′ obtained from T by removing all elements at positions α.k ≥ αi.ki for all
1 ≤ i ≤ m is a subtree of T, notation T′ vL T or T′ = T|L. Consequently, T′
has the same root as T. When L is empty, we get T′ = T.
The next one is the notion of the reusable instances for the expression E at
an arbitrary position α.k. Recall that we have defined the reusable instances for
an expression in a leaf node in Section 2.2. Now we extend this notion to an
arbitrary position α.k. Due to the nondeterminism of our operational semantics,
the collection of reusable instances for an expression in a non-leaf node is also
non-deterministic, but we can calculate its sharp upper bound and a lower bound.
Note that due to the semantics of reu , it is enough for the latter being a
collection of instances which E can always reuse. We define the latter first and
denote this collection by reulT(α.k).
The elements of reulT(α.k) are not only those in reuLfT(α.k) but also ones
returned from its child nodes, retlT(α.k) (see the rules osParElim1, osParElim2 in
Table 2.)
reulT(α.k) = reuLfT(α.k) ∪ retlT(α.k)
The set of instances returned to α.k is empty if α.k is not at the top of α.
Otherwise, it contains instances which will be generated at the bottom of its
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child nodes. Since the child nodes may have more children, we need to make
recursive calls to them.
retlT(α.k) =
{
[], if k < hi(T(α)) or α.k /∈ T⋃
β∈{αl,αr}([T(β.1)] ∪X l ∪ retlT(β.1)), otherwise
where X is the type of the expression at position β.1 and T(β.1) is the multiset
at position β.1.
Analogously, for the sharp upper bound, the maximal number of instances
returned to a position α.k (retopT(α.k)) is zero if k is not at the top of the stack
at α. Otherwise, it contains the instances in the multisets at the bottom of its
child nodes and the maximal number of instances, opT(α.k), which survive the
expressions here. opT(α.k) is calculated as in the sequencing typing rule Seq.
opT(α.k) = X
p ∪Xo!reulT(α.k)
Here X is the type of the expression at position α.k.
Last, the child nodes of α.k may received instances from its child nodes and
so on, so we need to call the function recursively. To simplify the definition of
the function retl and retop with recursion, we let the function return an empty
multiset for invalid positions α.k /∈ T.
retopT(α.k) =
{
[], if k < hi(T(α)) or α.k /∈ T⊎
β∈{αl,αr}([T(β.1)] unionmulti opT(β.1) unionmulti retopT(β.1)), otherwise
We are going to define the central notion of well-typed configuration. Its
main statement is that the total number of active instances in the configura-
tion respects the requirement R. Since the leaves of the configuration tree may
generate more instances, we need to include these instances in the total num-
ber. Furthermore, because the tree can shrink and when it shrinks, some nodes
eventually become leaves we need to account for these future states also. The
function ijT(α.k) below returns a multiset which is the maximal number of in-
stances which can be generated by the expression at the position α.k. As in the
sequencing typing rule Seq, this number is bounded by the maximal number
returned from its child nodes (retopT(α.k)) and the additional instances (Xj)
for components that indeed are reused, where X is the type of the expression
at position α.k. For runs after which x may not be in the set of reusable in-
stances, an additional bound Xi(x) should be taken into account. This explains
the definition of the function ij.
ijT(α.k) = [T(α.k)] unionmulti ((retopT(α.k) unionmultiXj) ∪Xi!reulT(α.k))
Now we are ready to define the notion of a well-typed configuration. The
first clause requires that all expressions in the configuration are well-typed. The
second one contains the safety behaviour of the configuration. It requires that
the total number of existing instances in the configuration and the ones which
may be generated by expressions in the future still respect the requirement R.
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Definition 4 (Well-typed configuration). Let Γ be a legal basis. Configura-
tion T is well-typed with respect to requirement R if
1. for every E occurring in T there exists X such that Γ ` E :X, and
2. for all valid set L of positions in T:⊎
α.k<L′
[T(α.k)] unionmulti
⊎
α.k∈L′
ijT(α.k) ⊆ R
where L′ is the set of all positions at the top of leaves of subtree T|L, i.e.
L′ = {α.hi(T|L(α)) | α ∈ leaves(T|L)}.
Having the definition of well-typed configuration, the two main lemmas men-
tioned at the beginning of the section are stated as follows.
Lemma 1 (Preservation). If T is a well-typed configuration and T −→ T′,
then T′ is well-typed.
Lemma 2 (Progress). If T is a well-typed configuration, then either
1. there exists configuration T′ such that T −→ T′ or
2. T is terminal.
The one step reduction has the following additional invariants. On one hand,
these invariants give us a better understanding about the behaviour of the op-
erational semantics. On the other hand, they simplify the proof of Lemma 1.
Lemma 3 (Well-typedness of expressions under reduction). If T is a
well-typed configuration with respect to a given basis Γ and T −→ T′, then every
E occurring in T′ is well-typed.
Lemma 4 (Invariant of reul). If T is a well-typed configuration with respect
to a given basis Γ and T −→ T′, then for all positions occurring in both T and
T′:
z ∈ reulT(α.k) =⇒ z ∈ reulT′(α.k)
Lemma 5 (Invariant of retop). If T is a well-typed configuration with respect
to a given basis Γ and T −→ T′, then for all positions occurring in both T and
T′:
[T(α.k)] unionmulti opT(α.k) unionmulti retopT(α.k) ⊇ [T′(α.k)] unionmulti opT′(α.k) unionmulti retopT′(α.k)
Finally, the type soundness property allows us to safely execute well-typed
component programs. That is, during the execution of the programs the number
of active instances of any component never exceeds the allowed number.
Theorem 1 (Soundness). Let R be a requirement, Γ a basis, E an expression
and suppose Γ `R E :X for some X. Let T = Lf([], E). Then for every sequence
of reductions T −→∗ T′ we have [T′] ⊆ R.
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4.2 Other Properties
This section lists some fundamental properties of our type system. These prop-
erties are needed to prove the lemmas and theorem in the previous section.
Most of these properties are analogous to those in [3]. We start by giving some
definitions. In the sequel we use X∗ for any of Xi, Xo, Xj , Xp and X l.
Following [1] we fix some terminology on bases or environments.
Definition 5 (Bases). Let Γ = x1−≺A1, . . . , xn−≺An be a basis.
– Γ is called legal if Γ ` A :X for some expression A and type X.
– A declaration x−≺A is in Γ , notation x−≺A ∈ Γ , if x ≡ xi and A ≡ Ai for
some i.
– ∆ is part of Γ , notation ∆ ⊆ Γ , if ∆ = xi1−≺ Ai1 , . . . , xik−≺ Aik with
1 ≤ i1 < . . . < ik ≤ n. Note that the order is preserved.
– ∆ is an initial segment of Γ , if ∆ = x1−≺A1, . . . , xj−≺Aj for some 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
For any expression E, let var(E) denote the set of variables occurring in E:
var( newx) = var( reux) = {x}, var({A}) = var(A),
var(AB) = var((A+B)) = var((A ‖ B)) = var(A) ∪ var(B)
The following lemma collects a number of simple properties of a typing judg-
ment. It also shows some relations among multisets of A and any legal basis
always has distinct declarations.
Lemma 6 (Legal typing). If Γ ` A :X, then
1. elements of var(A), X∗ are in Dom(Γ ),
2. Γ ` ² :〈[], [], [], [], []〉,
3. every variable in Dom(Γ ) is declared only once in Γ ,
4. Xo ⊆ Xi ⊆ R and Xp ⊆ Xj ⊆ R,
5. Xj ⊆ Xi, Xp ⊆ Xo, and X l ⊆ Xo.
The following lemma shows the associativity of the sequential composition.
Lemma 7 (Associativity). If Γ ` Ai :Xi, for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, then the types of
(A1A2)A3 and A1(A2A3) are the same.
The following lemma is important in that it allows us to find a syntax-directed
derivation of the type of an expression and hence it allows us to calculate the
types of sub-expressions and is used in type inference. This lemma is sometimes
called the inversion lemma of the typing relation [12].
Lemma 8 (Generation).
1. If Γ ` newx :X, then x ∈ Xp and there exists bases ∆, ∆′ and expression
A such that Γ = ∆,x−≺A,∆′, and ∆ ` A : 〈Xi − x,Xo − x,Xj − x,Xp −
x,X l − x〉.
2. If Γ ` reux :X, then x ∈ Xo and there exist bases ∆, ∆′ and expression A
such that Γ = ∆,x−≺A,∆′, and ∆ ` A :〈Xi − x,Xo − x,Xj , Xp, X l − x〉.
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3. If Γ ` AB : Z with A,B 6= ², then there exist X, Y such that Γ ` A :X,
Γ ` B :Y and Z = 〈Xi ∪ (XounionmultiY j) ∪ Y i!Xl , (Xo unionmulti Y p) ∪ Y o!Xl , Xj ∪ (Xpunionmulti
Y j), Xp unionmulti Y p, X l ∪ Y l〉.
4. If Γ ` (A+B) :Z, then there exist X, Y such that Γ ` A :X, Γ ` B :Y and
Z = 〈Xi ∪ Y i, Xo ∪ Y o, Xj ∪ Y j , Xp ∪ Y p, X l ∩ Y l〉.
5. If Γ ` (A ‖ B) :Z, then there exist X, Y such that Γ ` A :X, Γ ` B : Y ,
and Z = 〈Xi unionmulti Y i, Xo unionmulti Y o, Xj unionmulti Y j , Xp unionmulti Y p, X l ∪ Y l〉.
6. If Γ ` {A} :〈Xi, [], Xj , [], []〉, then there exist multisets Xo, Xp, and X l such
that Γ ` A :X.
The next lemma stresses the significance of the order of declarations in a
legal basis in our type system. Besides, because of the weakening rule, there can
be many legal bases under which a well-typed expression can be derived. Thus,
its ’inversion’ is stated in the lemma following.
Lemma 9 (Legal monotonicity).
1. If Γ = ∆,x−≺E,∆′ is legal, then ∆ ` E :X for some X.
2. If Γ ` E :X, Γ ⊆ Γ ′ and Γ ′ is legal, then Γ ′ ` E :X.
Lemma 10 (Strengthening). If Γ, x−≺ A ` B : Y and x /∈ var(B), then
Γ ` B :Y and x /∈ Y i.
Last, in our type system, when an expression has a type this type is unique.
This property is stated in the following proposition.
Proposition 1 (Uniqueness of types). If Γ ` A : X and Γ ` A : Y , then
Xi = Y i, Xo = Y o, Xj = Y j, Xp = Y p, and X l = Y l.
5 Research Directions
In a slightly more liberal approach one leaves out the side condition from the
typing rule Seq and takes the types as counting the maximum number of si-
multaneously active instances of each component. These maxima can then be
compared to the available resources.
We are well aware of the level of abstraction of the component language and
plan to incorporate more language features. These include recursion in com-
ponent declarations, explicit deallocation primitive, and communication among
threads. For example, suppose d, e are primitive components, then a−≺({ new d} reu a+
new e) is bounded by {a, e, d}, despite that it has one infinite execution trace.
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